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On February 27, I came down with a fever, followed closely by intense body aches, and then painful eye 

pressure and facial numbness on one side.  We were quite sure it was COVID, and I stayed in bed for the 

week with a tenacious and undauntable high fever that was unresponsive to any medications. The kids and 

Cari also began displaying symptoms at various intervals. They had fevers and other symptoms, but not as 

intense as mine. Around day 7 the body aches subsided, but my breathing became shorter and discomfort 

began spreading into my lungs. I was unable to get out of bed without losing my breath and I was unable to 

balance when walking.  On March 6, I turned blue and momentarily lost consciousness, at which point we 

called an ambulance. The paramedics who arrived some time later determined that my oxygen saturation had 

recovered to an acceptable level and I didn’t need to go to the hospital.  My breathing continued to fail for the 

next several days. I called the ambulance several more times, each time I was denied treatment because 

they informed me if I was well enough to call for the ambulance, then I wasn’t bad enough to require 

hospitalization. 



Cari and I both knew that I needed medical intervention, but 

emergency services refused to treat me.  We were able to 

schedule an office visit with a doctor on the morning of March 9, in 

hopes that the examination would lead to more effective 

treatment.  Unfortunately, after sitting outside through some 

extreme cold weather, the car battery was dead, and I was unable 

to even rise from bed to attempt to start it.  Pastor David drove 

across town and jumped the battery for us Monday night.  Tuesday 

morning, we rallied all of my strength to get to the car.  As we 

began driving to the doctor, a dreadfully loud clunking and vibration in the suspension had us convinced we 

would be broken down on the side of the road before we arrived. We also had to overcome several police 

checkpoints enforcing district lockdowns. With no resources and an urgent need to get to the doctor, we 

prayed the entire drive across town to the examination. By God’s grace the car made it, and we weren’t 

turned away by police.  

Upon examination by the doctor, she immediately determined that I 

needed to be hospitalized and arranged for ambulance transport to 

the hospital, while Cari drove the car home on a wish and a 

prayer.  I arrived to the hospital and after some x-rays and blood 

draws was admitted into a COVID ward after the attending doctor 

informed me that I had “COVID lung”.  I was given oxygen through 

a mask and connected to IV fluids and medications.  Throughout 

the night I continued to struggle to breathe, and could not sleep 

due to the need to continually focus on simply breathing in and out. Each time I would nod off to sleep I would 

wake up choking and rather unsuccessfully gasping for breath.  I could not describe to you the torturous 

length of these nights. Moments extending to minutes, stretching into hours, and into an endless abyss of 

time just trying to stay breathing while staring through the dimness at sterile while-tiled walls. I gained a new 

appreciation for suffering, for in these moments I could not even gather the strength to pray. I knew that I 

should, and that I even wanted to, but the labor of breathing and fogginess of mind due to strangling 

asphyxiation made it near impossible. I can remember several moments simply raising my hands from my 

bed and desperate tears streaming from the corners of my eyes in an effort to submit something to the 

Father. After 2 days of increasing oxygen supply and various upgraded degrees of ventilators I showed no 

improvement, and it was determined that I would be admitted into the ICU for closer observation and more 

intensive care.  

 
30,000 police have been assigned to enforce 

travel restrictions, limiting movement to your 
own village or district. 
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The next 6 days would be a whirlwind full of torturous indignities, the grim witness of other ICU patients 

perishing, and more everlasting nights now also filled with the screaming and rantings of senile and 

incontinent roommates who tested the mettle of every ICU nurse.  But also, and more significantly, a touch 

from the Father. As you, our dear friends rallied behind us in prayer, my condition began to very gradually 

improve. Each day showed marked progress, and by March 17, I was moved back to the standard COVID 

ward. 

Throughout this time, my family was in their own fight with COVID at home.  While every member of the 

family tested positive for COVID, Cari and Elisha’s conditions deteriorated.  The burden of caring for all of our 

ill children while compromised herself, was a weight to which only Cari can attest. As her own condition 

worsened Cari began to consider what would happen if she herself needed to be hospitalized. Elisha’s 

oxygen saturation also dipped below 90% at this time and it was possible he would need more intensive care. 

Since the whole family was in strict quarantine combined with district lockdowns, it was now impossible to 

visit a doctor, broken car notwithstanding.  Cari was able to make some phone calls and persuade the doctor 

to prescribe antibiotics to prevent/heal the encroaching pneumonia. Our teammate Melissa then picked up the 

prescriptions and delivered them to another missionary acquaintance, who drove across town, risking fines 

for leaving his district, and dropped them at our door.  Throughout this time, all of our children faithfully 

attended their online classes as Cari labored alongside our elementary students with no break in 

schedule.  They were also supported by our church family and both near and distant colleagues who 

arranged meal deliveries most days.  

  

Back in the hospital, the following week was spent decreasing dependence 

on oxygen and doing light physical therapy to exercise my lung capacity.  At 

this point, what I could only describe as raging hunger returned to my body. 

While each day I looked forward to a modestly portioned hot lunch, 

breakfasts and dinners throughout my hospitalization consisted of the same 

fare: pre-packaged crumbly bread slices with butter and an apple, everyday, 

for 2 weeks.  Melissa came to the rescue again at this juncture as she 

delivered several grocery bags full of snacks and drinks to my nursing station 

who passed them along to me.  Words would fail to describe the blissful 

decadence of that cup of box milk combined with a pack of Oreo cookies.  It’s 

a wonder what some small luxuries can do for a person’s morale and 

psychological well-being.  My roommate at the time was a Roma(gypsy) man 

 
My breakfast and dinner, everyday, 

for 2 weeks 
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about my age. We shared some significant conversations about life and faith. While he claimed to be a 

member of the Orthodox church, further conversations revealed his deep skepticism about religion and 

church leadership. We were able to progress to some weighty dialogues about the priesthood of the believer 

and the authority of God’s Word versus the traditions of the Orthodox church.  I thank God for this divine 

appointment, even during a trying time. 

I was discharged from the hospital on March 22. I am now resting at home, and 

slowly recovering my stamina, as I try to incrementally increase my activity day by 

day. It is so good to be among my wife and children again. Cari continues to keep 

the family and house running while also tending to me, assisting with my injections, 

and accompanying me by taxi to follow-up doctor appointments. Tomorrow I will go 

for an MRI due to my continuing vision problems post-COVID. My GP suspects I 

may have had a blood clot that attached to my optic nerve.  

The follow-ups and ongoing recovery we expect to be a gradual process, yet we are filled with gratitude and 

joy that by the grace of God, He saw fit to heal and restore us as His people interceded on our behalf.  We 

have a lot to process as a family, as there were multiple unspoken traumas throughout this trial. Yet, we also 

have so much peace and comfort in these present moments, keenly aware of so many people who have 

loved and cared for our family, and confident in the lovingkindness(Hesed) of our heavenly Father, who looks 

upon those who have no right to ask of Him anything, yet bestows on them everything. 

 

Today the Czech Republic as a nation has the highest COVID-19 death rate in the world, outside of the microstate 

of San Marino.  

The link below is to a photojournal of the COVID-19 ward in Bulovka hospital in Prague. I was in Motol hospital in 

Prague, but the pictures are representative and accurate to my experience. Please be forewarned, that the photos 

are graphic and may be hard to see for some people. 

https://www.seznamzpravy.cz/clanek/obrazem-na-intenzivnim-oddeleni-bulovky-zije-vlidnost-smrti-navzdory-

148126?fbclid=IwAR1-cV7mXHwvrPhMgsYFhbUZgPCYxDnNzRn-XIsylBA0ZjgHJqsw7MzFkrc 
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